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Abstract

2. Regression Testing

The most crucial phase in the software
development life cycle is maintenance phase, in
which the development team is supposed to
maintain the software which is delivered to the
clients by them. Software maintenance results for
the reasons like error corrections, enhancement of
capabilities, deletion of capabilities and
optimization. Now the changed or modified
software needs testing known as regression testing.
In this paper we have presented the various types
of
regression
testing
techniques
their
classifications presented by various researchers ,
explaining selective and prioritizing test cases for
regression testing in detail .

Regression testing is defined [1] as “the process of
retesting the modified parts of the software and
ensuring that no new errors have been introduced
into previously tested code”.
Let P be a program [2], let P′ be a modified version
of P, and let T be a test suite for P. Regression
testing consists of reusing T on P′, and determining
where the new test cases are needed to effectively
test code or functionality added to or changed in
producing P′.
There are various regression testing techniques (1)
Retest all; (2) Regression Test Selection; (3) Test
Case Prioritization; (4) Hybrid Approach. Figure 1
shows various regression testing techniques.
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1. Introduction
Software maintenance is an activity which includes
enhancements, error corrections, optimization and
deletion
of
obsolete
capabilities.
These
modifications in the software may cause the
software to work incorrectly and may also affect
the other parts of the software, so to prevent this
Regression testing is performed. Regression testing
is used to revalidate the modifications of the
software. Regression testing is an expensive
process in which test suites are executed ensuring
that no new errors have been introduced into
previously tested code.
In section 2 of this paper we have broadly shown
various types of regression testing techniques and
further discussed classifications of these types
given by various authors, then moving into the
details of selective and prioritizing test cases for
regression testing, discussing search algorithms for
test case prioritization. In section 3 we have
discussed the approaches which may be used to
compare various regression testing techniques and
challenges faced by these approaches.

Figure1. Regression Testing Techniques
2.1. Retest All
Retest all method is one of the conventional
methods for regression testing in which all the tests
in the existing test suite are rerunned. So the retest
all technique [3] is very expensive as compared to
techniques which will be discussed further as
regression test suites are costly to execute in full as
it require more time and budget.

2.2. Regression Test Selection (RTS)
Due to expensive nature of “retest all” technique,
Regression Test Selection is performed. In this
technique instead of rerunning the whole test suite
we select a part of test suite to rerun if the cost of
selecting a part of test suite is less than the cost of
running the tests that RTS allows us to omit. RTS
divides the existing test suite into (1) Reusable test
cases; (2) Retestable test cases; (3) Obsolete test
cases. In addition to this classification RTS may
create new test cases that test the program for areas
which are not covered by the existing test cases.
RTS techniques are broadly classified into three
categories [1].
1) Coverage techniques: they take the test coverage
criteria into account. They find coverable program
parts that have been modified and select test cases
that work on these parts.
2) Minimization techniques: they are similar to
coverage techniques except that they select
minimum set of test cases.
3) Safe techniques: they do not focus on criteria of
coverage, in contrast they select all those test cases
that produce different output with a modified
program as compared to its original version.
Rothermel [4] identified the various categories in
which Regression Test Selection Technique can be
evaluated and compared. These categories are: (a)
Inclusiveness; (b) Precision; (c) Efficiency; (d)
Generality.
a) Inclusiveness is the measure of extent upto
which a technique chooses the test cases which will
cause the changed program to produce different
output than the original program, resulting in
exposure of faults due to modifications.
b) Precision is the measure of ability of technique
to prevent choosing test cases that will not make
the changed program to produce different output
than the original program.
c)
Efficiency
measures
the
practicality
(computational cost) of a technique.
d) Generality is the measure of ability of a
technique to handle complex modifications,
realistic language constructs and realistic testing
applications.
Various techniques of Regression Test Selection
as given by various researchers are:
1) Modified non core function technique: defined
in [5] selects test cases that exercise functions in
program that have been changed or deleted in
producing changed program, or that exercise
functions using variables or structures that have
been deleted or changed in producing changed
program.

2) Modification focused Minimization technique:
uses Fischer’s approach [6], which seeks a subset
of test suite that is minimal in covering all
functions in program identified as changed.
3) Coverage focused Minimization technique: uses
the suite reduction technique of Gupta, Harrold,
and Soffa [7] to find a subset of test suite that is
minimal in covering all functions in program.
Specific methods given by various authors in
literature which come under the above mentioned
techniques are:
1) Simulating Annealing (SA) algorithm: Mansour
and El-Faikh[8] have proposed using an
optimization formulation of regression testing
selection problem.
2) Reduction Methodology (RED): Harrold, Gupta,
and Soffa [9] have proposed a method for reducing
the number of selected test cases.
3) Slicing Algorithms (SLI): Agrawal, Horgan, and
Krauser [10] have proposed it which selects test
cases whose output may be affected by change in
the program.
4) Bahsoon and Mansour regression methods: have
proposed [11] three methods
a) Modification Based Reduction
version 1(
MBR1) which is an improvement to RED reduces
the number of selected regression tests removing
tests that cover requirements impacted by the
change and those that are redundant.
b) Modification Based Reduction)
version 2( MBR2) improves MBR1 by removing
tests that cover a requirement characterized as
potentially and do not show any modifications.
c) PreciseReduction (PR) is an
improvement to
SLI algorithms which uses relevant slices and
modification information .PR also eliminates all
redundant tests.
5) McCabe- based Regression Test Coverage: have
got two techniques [12]
a)
Reachability
regression
Test
selection McCabe-based metric (RTM) provides
an upper bound of the number of regression tests
selected that assures the coverage of requirements
affected by the modification atleast once.
b)
Data
flow
Slices
regression
Test
McCabe-based metric (STM) in which we extend
McCabe complexity to deal with variable/data
modifications. It provides upper and lower bounds
to cover the affected definition-use pairs created
by data modifications.
2.3. Test Case Prioritization
This technique of regression testing prioritize the
test cases so as to increase a test suite‘s rate of fault
detection that is how quickly a test suite detects

faults in the modified program to increase
reliability. This is of two types:(1) General
prioritization[13] which attempts to select an order
of the test case that will be effective on average
subsequent versions of software .(2)Version
Specific prioritization which is concerned with
particular version of the software.
2.3.1. Test Case Prioritization problem
Rothermel et al. [13] define the test case
prioritization problem as follows:
Given:T, a test suite; PT, the set of permutations of
T; f, a function from PT to the real numbers.
Problem: Find T′ ∈ PT such that (∀T″) (T″∈ PT)
(T″≠T′) [f(T′)≥f(T″)].
Here, PT represents the set of all possible
prioritizations (orderings) of T and f is a function
that, applied to any such ordering, yields an award
value for that ordering.
2.3.2. Test Case Prioritization Techniques
There are 18 different test case prioritizations
techniques [14] numbered P1-P18 which are
divided into three groups as shown in figure 2.

Statement level techniques: (Fine Granularity)
P3: Total statement coverage prioritization: in
which test cases are prioritized in terms of total
number of statements by sorting them in order of
coverage achieved. If test cases are having same
number of statements they can be ordered pseudo
randomly.
P4: Additional statement coverage prioritization:
which is similar to total coverage prioritization, but
depends upon feedback about coverage attained to
focus on statements not yet covered. This
technique greedily selects a test case that has the
greatest statement coverage and then iterates until
all statements are covered by at least one test case.
The moment all statements are covered the
remaining test cases undergo Additional statement
coverage prioritization by resetting all statements
to “not covered”.
P5: Total FEP prioritization: in which prioritization
is done on the probability of exposing faults by test
cases. Mutation analysis is used to approximate the
Fault-Exposing-Potential (FEP) of a test case. The
cost of calculating FEP using mutation analysis is
quite high which motivates the search of cost
effective approximators of FEP.
P6: Additional FEP prioritization: the total FEP
prioritization is extended to Additional FEP
prioritization as the total statement coverage
prioritization is extended to Additional statement
coverage prioritization.
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Comparator techniques:
P1: Random ordering: in which the test cases in
test suite are randomly prioritized.
P2: Optimal ordering: in which the test cases are
prioritized to optimize rate of fault detection. As
faults are determined by respective test cases and
we have programs with known faults, so test cases
can be prioritized optimally.
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Function level techniques: (Coarse Granularity)
P7: Total function coverage prioritization: it is
similar to total statement coverage but instead of
using statements it uses functions. As it has got
coarse granularity so the process of collecting
function level traces is cheaper than the process of
collecting statement level traces in total statement
coverage.
P8: Additional function coverage prioritization: it
is similar to Additional statement coverage
prioritization with only difference that instead of
statements, it is considering function level
coverage.
P9: Total FEP prioritization (function level): it is
analogous to Total FEP prioritization with only
difference that instead of using statements it is
using functions.
P10: Additional FEP prioritization (function level):
this technique is similar to Additional FEP
prioritization with only difference that instead of
using statements it is using functions.
P11: Total Fault Index (FI) prioritization: fault
proneness is a measurable software attribute which
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Figure2. Classification of test case prioritization
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is used for this technique. Some functions are
likely to contain more faults than others, so the
fault index is generated using following steps: (1) a
set of measurable attributes [15] for each
function.(2) the metrics are standardized.(3)
principal component analysis [16] which reduces
the set of standardized metrics.(4) finally they are
combined to a linear function to obtain one fault
index per function.
Now for each test case all the fault indexes for
every function are added to get total fault index for
each test case. Then sort the test cases in
decreasing order of these sums to get the result for
Total Fault Index (FI) prioritization.
P12: Additional Fault Index (FI) prioritization: as
Total function coverage prioritization is extended
to Additional function coverage prioritization
similarly the Total Fault Index (FI) prioritization is
extended to Additional Fault Index (FI)
prioritization.
P13: Total FI with FEP coverage prioritization: this
technique combines both Total FI and FEP
coverage prioritization to achieve a better rate of
fault detection.
P14: Additional FI with FEP coverage
prioritization: as Total function coverage
prioritization is extended to Additional function
coverage prioritization similarly Total FI with FEP
coverage prioritization is extended to Additional FI
with FEP coverage prioritization.
P15: Total Diff prioritization: this technique is
similar to Total Fault Index (FI) prioritization with
the difference that Total FI prioritization require
collection of metrics whereas Total Diff
prioritization require only the calculation of
syntactic differences between the program and the
modified program. Diff means that only syntactic
differences are given consideration.
P16: Additional Diff prioritization: Total Diff
prioritization is extended to Additional Diff
prioritization in a similar way as Total function
coverage prioritization is extended to Additional
function coverage prioritization.
P17: Total Diff with FEP prioritization: is exactly
similar to Total FI with FEP coverage
prioritization, except that it is dependent upon
changed data derived from diff.
P18: Additional Diff with FEP prioritization: Total
Diff with FEP prioritization is extended to
Additional Diff with FEP prioritization in a similar
way as Total function coverage prioritization is
extended to Additional function coverage
prioritization.

2.3.3. Search
Prioritization

Algorithms

for

Test

Case

There are many search techniques for test case
prioritization which are being developed and
unfolded by various researchers in the field.
1) Greedy algorithm: works on the next best search
philosophy. It [18] minimizes the estimated cost to
reach a particular goal. Its advantage is that it is
cheap in both execution time and implementation.
The cost of this prioritization is O (mn) for
program containing m statements and test suite
containing n test cases.
2) Additional Greedy algorithm: this algorithm
[18] uses the feedback from previous selections. It
selects the maximum weight element from the part
that is not already consumed by previously selected
elements. Once the complete coverage is achieved
the remaining test cases are prioritized by
reapplying the Additional Greedy algorithm. The
cost of this prioritization is O (mn2) for program
containing m statements and test suite containing n
test cases.
3) 2-Optimal algorithm: Traveling Salesman
Problem (TSP) is defined as “find the cycle of
minimum cost that visits each of the vertices of a
weighted graph G at least once” is solved by Koptimal approach [19]. In case of 2-Optimal
algorithm [18] the value of k=2. The cost of this
prioritization is O (mn3) for program containing m
statements and test suite containing n test cases.
4) Hill Climbing: it is one of the popular local
search algorithms with two variations; steepest
ascent and next best ascent. It is very easy and
inexpensive to execute. However, this has got cons
of dividing O (n2) neighbors and is unlikely to
scale. Steps of algorithm are explained in [18].
5) Genetic Algorithms (GAs): is a search technique
[18] based on the Darwin’s theory of survival of
the fittest. The population is a set of randomly
generated individuals. Each individual is
represented by variables/parameters called genes or
chromosomes. The basic steps of Genetic
Algorithm are (1) Encoding (2) Selection (3) Cross
over (4) Mutation.
PORT
version1.1
(Prioritization
of
6)
Requirements for Testing) for Test Case
Prioritization proposed by Hema Srikant 17] which
is Requirement Based Test Case Prioritization
technique. The technique uses three prioritization
factors (1) .Customer assigned priority on
requirements
(2).Requirement
Complexity
(3).Requirement volatility. You can find details in
[17].

2.4. Hybrid Approach

4. Conclusion

The fourth regression technique is the Hybrid
Approach of both Regression Test Selection and
Test Case Prioritization. There are number of
researchers working on this approach and they
have proposed many algorithms for it. For
example,
1) Test Selection Algorithm: proposed by
Aggarwal et al. Implementation of algorithm [20]:
(a) Input (b) Test Selection algorithm: Adjust
module and Reduce module (c) output.
2) Hybrid technique proposed by Wong et al which
combines
minimization,
modification
and
prioritization based selection using test history
[21].
3) Hybrid technique proposed by Yogesh Singh et
al is based on Regression Test Selection and Test
Case Prioritization. The proposed algorithm in
detail can be studied in [22].

Regression testing is done in the maintenance
phase of the software development life cycle to
retest the software for the modifications it has
undergone. Approximately 50% [1] of the software
cost is involved in the maintenance phase so
researchers are working hard to come up with best
results by developing new Regression Testing
techniques so that the expenditure made in this
phase can be reduced to some extent. Many
foundations like US National Science Foundation
(NSF), Galileo Research Group at Oregon State
University, Mapstext Group at University of
Nebraska Lincoln, Aristotle Research Group at
Georgia Institute of Technology, NCSU Software
Engineering Realsearch Group, National Natural
Science Foundation of China are few of the many
names who are working on development of new
regression testing techniques and improving
existing techniques on different aspects.
Through this paper we have discussed
Regression Testing techniques and have further
classified each one of them respectively as
explained by various authors, explaining
Regression Test Selection and Test Case
Prioritization in detail with Search Algorithms for
Test Case Prioritization. Through this paper we
have tried to, explain the complete structure of
Regression Testing, enlighten up the possible areas
of Regression Testing to make researchers
understand its importance and scope and motivate
new researchers who are planning to start their
research “to work on it”.

3. Approaches and Challenges
The possible approaches [14] which can be
performed so that all the techniques discussed
above can be compared and analyzed are: (1)
Controlled Experiments (2) Case Studies.
1). Controlled Experiments: are performed on
objects drawn from the field and further created
and manipulated in controlled environment. The
advantage of controlled experiment is that
independent variables (eg. test suite, modification
patterns, and fault types) can be changed to
determine their effect on dependent variables. The
disadvantage of this approach is the threat to
external validity shaped by the “manufacturing” of
faults, test cases and modifications.
2). Case Studies: are performed on existing
programs, taken “from the field”, that have fault
data, several versions and existing test suites. The
advantage of this approach is it is “real” and
reduces the cost required to be artificially created
in Controlled Experiments. The disadvantage of
this approach is that certain factors are not
controlled, which makes replication difficult.
Thus, each approach –Case Studies and
Controlled
Experiments
have
different
disadvantages and advantages and comparison and
analysis of all the techniques discussed in this
paper requires both.
The two major Challenges are: (1) finding
objects of study (programs, releases of these
programs, test suites, fault data) (2) selecting the
appropriate approach to answer research questions.
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